CASE STUDY
REFINERY29 IS THE LEADING DIGITAL-MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY FOCUSED ON
WOMEN WITH A GLOBAL AUDIENCE FOOTPRINT OF 550 MILLION ACROSS ALL PLATFORMS.
THROUGH A VARIETY OF LIFESTYLE STORIES, ORIGINAL VIDEO PROGRAMMING, SOCIAL,
SHAREABLE CONTENT, AND LIVE EXPERIENCES, REFINERY29 PROVIDES ITS AUDIENCE WITH
THE INSPIRATION AND TOOLS TO SEE, FEEL, AND CLAIM THEIR POWER.

CHALLENGE
The social and innovation team at Refinery29 knew they
needed a tool to keep them better organized and working
more efficiently. With social stakeholders across the globe,
contributing to 10+ Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest pages/
accounts, they needed a solution to help them as they
scaled. The social contributors, including the editorial, social,
branded experiences, syndication and video teams, strive to
give their quality content additional life on social, promote
the brand and drive traffic to their site but also use social to
connect with their following and create open conversation on
the social platforms natively.

THE SOLUTION
“ SOCIALFLOW MAKES WORKING TOGE THER
SO MUCH E A SIER.“
Liat Kornowski, Director of Social Strategy and Innovation, Refinery29

SocialFlow serves as one centralized platform that has
helped with collaboration and knowledge sharing. Though
some team members were skeptical of implementing a
new tool – the onboarding process was smooth and the
team quickly realized the value of working with SocialFlow.
Since implementing SocialFlow, the team is working more
efficiently, with more transparency.

There are several features that have become favorites for the Refinery29 team.
CALENDAR VIEW
Calendar View shows all the social media posts published in a given time
period. With different editors and authors posting content, the calendar view
is a snapshot that Refinery29 uses to keep track of content and identifies topperforming content which other teams should be aware of for cross-posting or
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recycling.
RECYCLING
Refinery29 has seen a lot of value in being able to easily recycle top-performing
content. By reposting content, Refinery29 gets more use out of content that they
know will engage their users. They may recycle content that was popular during
the week, over the weekend–looking to share it with fans/followers who missed
it the first time around. The team also takes top-performing content from one
edition, optimizes and repackages it based on audience insights, then shares it
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from other editions.
Additionally, they take advantage of advanced publishing features when they
recycle by using organic targeting, then save the audience groups to make it easier
to reach that target group in the future.

CONTENT POSTED PER DAY,
AVERAGE ACROSS
ALL ACCOUNTS

OPTIMIZATION
Using SocialFlow’s proprietary optimization functionality, Refinery29 has seen a
600% increase in referral traffic on one of its Facebook pages. The optimize feature
uses artificial intelligence to automatically post content at the right time when more
fans/followers are likely to be engaged with the topic of the post.

RESULTS:
“ WE ARE IN SOCIALFLOW ALL DAY, EVERY DAY.”
Through SocialFlow, Refinery29 now has a more efficient social posting
mechanism. With more access to insights and results, all Refinery29 social
contributors are better able to identify top-performing content across all social
output and can better understand what best resonates with their users and learn
from that. Team members who were initially skeptical quickly saw the benefits of
posting through SocialFlow and now say they can’t imagine life without it!
The efficiencies gained by using SocialFlow freed up the team to do some larger
experiments. Using insights easily accessed in the SocialFlow platform, the
Refinery29 team was able to test different posting cadences to define their “sweet
spot” for how often to post their social content for each social page.
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